Books
production systems—and these choices
must be based upon dialogue and
information.
In a perhaps surprising foreword,
Peter Singer (renowned for his pivotal
book Animal Liberation) acknowledges
that while vegetarianism is on the rise in
the developed world, the numbers of
animals raised and killed for food are
increasing. This raises a dilemma for
the animal rights movement, which,
he argues, can no longer confine itself
to promoting veganism but also must
engage in the debate about production
systems that promote good welfare.

and was chair of the Farm Animal
Welfare Council from 1999 to 2004,
advising the UK government on welfare
issues in food production.

ACCELERATING A SILVICULTURAL
METAMORPHOSIS?
A Critique of Silviculture: Managing
for Complexity. Klaus J. Puettmann,
Christian Messier, and K. David Coates.
Island Press, 2008. 206 pp., illus. $30.00
(ISBN 9781597261463 paper).
ooray for A Critique of Silviculture:
Managing for Complexity! This
short, readable, affordable book, by
Klaus Puettmann, David Coates, and
Christian Messier, attempts to push
along a nascent yet growing transformation—in fact, a paradigm shift—
of the art, science, and practice of silviculture. Given that forests cover onethird of the terrestrial globe and play
critical roles in the earth system, terrestrial biomes, and human economy, it is
imperative that we constantly improve
our approach to the science and practice
of forest management (one simple definition of silviculture). By dint of its
many excellent features—historical
overview, sturdy and straightforward
architecture, conceptual synthesis, and
cultural challenge—this book should
become an important contribution to
the literature in applied ecology.
The authors are eminently qualified to
tell this story. All three work at the nexus
of forestry and ecology, and bring considerable experience and expertise to
their discussion of silviculture. Puettman
is a professor at Oregon State University,
Coates is a research silviculturalist with
the Ministry of Forests and Range in
British Columbia, and Messier is a professor at the University of Québec at
Montréal. All three are acknowledged
international leaders in the field.
The book offers a critical examination
of the limits of basic silvicultural
assumptions and practices of yesterday
and today, in light of changing societal

H

If there is such an enlightened animal
rights movement, The Future of Animal
Farming will give hope to it. But in a
wider and more important sense, this
book will encourage others who are
directly involved in the production of
animals for food, and those in the chain
between producers and consumers, to
think more critically about their practices and to explore options for better
welfare within commercially viable systems. Finally, the book may persuade
consumers to be more vocal in expressing their choices, and in demanding
information to ensure that those choices
are informed ones.
JUDY MACARTHUR CLARK
Judy MacArthur Clark (judy@
solomon-foundation.org) is affiliated
with the Solomon Foundation,
a nonprofit organization that works
to promote the welfare of animals
used in science and technology.
She is past-president of the UK
Royal College of Veterinary
Surgeons and the International
Association of Colleges of
Laboratory Animal Medicine,
www.biosciencemag.org
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expectations for forests and of evolving
thinking about systems ecology. It then
lays out a proposal for a new framework. The authors provide a synopsis of
how silviculture focuses on commercially important tree species, using an
agriculturally based conceptual model
and spatial framework—the stand—
that emphasizes managing for uniformity. The authors contend that such an
approach is no longer the best way
forward, if it ever was. They argue that
the uniformity promoted by traditional
silviculture does not effectively deliver
the broader ranges of outputs desired
(and perhaps necessary) today, nor does
it enhance the resilience of forests to
the broader array of tomorrow’s challenges. The desired outputs go well
beyond timber production to include
the diversity of structure, function, and
composition of all biotic elements of
forest ecosystems, and the provisioning
of ecosystem services (including climate
regulation). Climate change, fragmentation, invasive and invigorated native
pests and diseases, and altered disturbance regimes are among the broad
range of challenges (against which
enhanced resilience will be a key). The
authors posit that forests are “perfect
examples of complex adaptive systems,”
and as a result, forestry—specifically
silviculture—will be more effective if
it adopts key concepts of complexity
science, a notion almost 180 degrees
from the goal of traditional silviculture,
which is to eliminate complexity in order to maximize economic production.
The story begins with an illuminating
and entertaining history of the need for
and the development, politics, and culture of silviculture from its origins
until the 20th century. To my thinking,
this is not just boilerplate background
but a key piece—it shows that forests
have for centuries been managed for an
evolving galaxy of social and economic
needs that shift in time and space with
the evolution of human social, political,
and economic systems. The book then
focuses on the assumptions, approach,
goals, and practice of silviculture, laying
out what it does well, what it does
poorly, and what is outside its scope.
The authors identify what they view as
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exact type of landscape and regional
forest management. To my mind, it is
unfortunate that this issue did not receive more emphasis, because the question of whether and how a mix of
different forest objectives on a landscape—even if some of them were
homogeneous at a stand scale—might
increase heterogeneity and adaptability
is very important.
One could play devil’s advocate and
argue that a dynamic mix at the landscape scale of stands managed in the
static, old-school style of silviculture
might do almost as much to strengthen
resilience as managing individual stands
with an eye to enhancing within-stand
complexity, but without landscape-scale
coordination. However, as the book
does not address such issues in much
detail, we do not enjoy the benefits of the
authors’ vision on these points. The authors may have strategically chosen to
largely ignore this issue to keep the book
to a reasonable scope, but I feel they lost
an opportunity in not exploring the
matter more than they did.
In all, I heartily recommend A Critique of Silviculture to anyone engaged
or interested in forestry and how it
shapes our forests and landscapes.
The book will very likely inspire much
debate—and more important, collective synthesis and development of a
new silviculture for the 21st century.
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1 Review

Most Helpful Customer Reviews
4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
5.0 out of 5 stars Excellent treatment of subject with
surprisingly wide applicability, December 30, 2008
By maxwells daemon (in the aether) - See all my reviews
For at least two thousand years, forests have been managed in
some fashion to maintain productive harvest for fuels, building
materials, paper and other products. Started as a local part of the
economy, forest management has morphed into a intensive
cropping system that places millions of hectares across the world
into production each year. The goal of the system is maximal return
on investment, with a view that this is best accomplished with
factory methods.
The result is that a tunnel-vision view of trees as simply industrial
product has blotted out the importance of ecosystem functions of
natural forests. Natural forests are replaced by evenly grown,
homogeneous blocks of trees with limited diversity. Not only is the
composition of the natural forest profoundly changed at the level of
the tree species, the rich community of the natural forest is
destroyed. The loss of biodiversity has profound implications for the
planet as a whole.
The authors do an extraordinary job building multiple contexts in a
few very readable chapters. The chapters are well organized.
Complex issues presented in ways that make them very
understandable. Jargon is minimal and, where needed, clearly
defined.
The book traces the evolution of silviculture through history from
ad hoc methods to formalized modern methods (the modern
methods are presented as including science, but the system is
taken to task for being more learned-based than thought-based).
Silviculture gives way to a discussion on theoretical ecology. The
discussion is a tight and excellent review the science of ecology and
its evolution from Darwin to present thoughts on the dynamics of
ecosystems and the organisms they contain.
The two major threads of silviculture and ecology are woven
together, culminating in the final chapter on managing industrial
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forests as complex adaptive systems rather than factory floors.
The size of land covered by industrial tree farming is huge and
growing each year. Modifying the goals of the industrial forest has
great potential for creating forests that yield both industrial wood
product and rich ecosystems. This book transcends the niche of
silviculture and has broad importance. It is also an excellent read.
Comment Comment | Permalink | Was this review helpful to you?
Yes No (Report this)
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